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ABSTRACT
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is an attractive video cod-
ing scheme. It is well-known that the quality of the side in-
formation (SI) strongly impacts the coding performance of
DVC. One of the most popular SI generation techniques is
motion compensated temporal interpolation, where tempo-
ral interpolation is performed by assuming linear uniform
motion. However, it is difficult to generate high quality SI
because there are so many irregular motions. In multiview
DVC, it becomes possible to utilize inter-view correlation in
addition to temporal correlation. Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a temporal frame interpolation method that can com-
pensate irregular motion by estimating motion on view inter-
polated frames. Simulations show that the proposed method
improves SI quality by up to 4.5 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiview video is attracting a lot of interest for many ad-
vanced visual media applications such as Free-viewpoint
Television (FTV) and 3D Video [1, 2], and video surveil-
lance. The recent remarkable advances in multiview video
processing make it possible to realize such applications in
the near future. The reduced cost of cameras is another fac-
tor stimulating multiview video systems.

FTV allows viewers to roam the captured scenes without
concern for the positions of the real cameras; current video
systems show the viewer just the view of the selected camera.
One promising FTV application is video surveillance. View
point freedom is desirable to increase the accuracy of object
and event detection. One approach to FTV implementation is
using multiview video and virtual view synthesis techniques.

In spite of the recent advances in related technologies, the
number of views required for these applications is still large.
Since the data amount is basically proportional to the number
of views, achieving efficient compression is one of the most
important issues in such applications.

Recently, the Joint Video Team (JVT) of ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC29/WG11 Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
and ITU-T SG16 WP3 Q.6 Video Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) released an amendment of MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 for
multiview video coding (MVC) [3]. MVC can realize the
efficient compression of multiview video by exploiting inter-
view correlations. However, the computational complexity
of the MVC encoder is extremely high because it must pro-
cess multiple videos at the same time. It may be possible to
overcome this problem by assigning one processor to each
view. However this kind of implementation brings another
problem; it is necessary to transmit local decoded pictures
among processors. This may introduce additional delays

and networking bottlenecks, especially for distributed cam-
era networks.

Multiview distributed video coding (MDVC) is a solu-
tion that can achieve efficient compression, low complexity
encoding, and no communication among views at the same
time [4, 5]. In MDVC, the inter-view correlations are ex-
ploited only at the decoder by generating estimates, called
side information (SI), in various ways. It has been proven
that the coding performance strongly depends on SI quality.
Therefore, improving SI quality is a major research topic.
View interpolation (VI), sometimes referred to as view syn-
thesis (VS), is a promising interview prediction method [6].
Although VI has the ability to compensate scene disparities
precisely by using intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters
of views, it has been reported that the quality of VI side in-
formation (VISI) is very limited [7].

In MDVC, it is possible to use temporal SI, which is
used in general DVC. Temporal SI is generated by assum-
ing the linear motion model and inter-view SI assumes the
Lambert reflection of objects. However it is difficult to inter-
polate frames because motions have the strong irregularities
and no object has a true Lambert surface. Therefore, many
fusion techniques linking intra-view and inter-view SI have
been proposed that attempt to compensate these drawbacks
[6, 8, 9]. However, the existing methods fail to improve the
SI quality given non-Lambert objects with has irregular mo-
tion because these methods simply propose to average some
SIs depending on the magnitude of the estimated motions,
which is one of the reliability measures on interpolation cor-
rectness.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to generate high
quality SI by utilizing both temporal and inter-view correla-
tions. This paper is organized as follows. First, we overview
MDVC and describe the issue treated in this paper in Section
2. The proposed method is introduced in Section 3. Simu-
lation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper with some remarks.

2. MULTIVIEW DISTRIBUTED VIDEO CODING

MDVC is the multiview version of distributed video coding
(DVC), which is based on the theoretical results reported by
Slepian & Wolf [10] (for the lossless case) and Wyner & Ziv
[11] (for the lossy case). These papers revealed that the cod-
ing performance that results from the separate encoding of
two correlated sources can match the performance of joint
encoding if they are jointly decoded by exploiting the sta-
tistical dependencies. In a practical DVC implementation
[12, 13], the frames are classified into two groups: the key
frames (KFs) and the Wyner-Ziv frames (WZFs). KFs and
WZFs are encoded separately. Only the parity bits of channel
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Figure 1: General Side Information Generation Method (left:
MCTI/DCVP, right: VISI.

coded WZFs are transmitted for WZFs while source coding
is applied to KFs. At the decoder, an estimate, called side
information (SI), of WZF is generated by using the decoded
KFs. The decoder considers the SI as WZFs with some chan-
nel errors, and these errors are corrected in channel decoding
by using the received parity bits.

In the mono-view case, motion compensation temporal
interpolation (MCTI) is used to generate the SI [14]. MCTI
estimates the motions between KFs, and the resulting mo-
tions are interpolated by assuming linear uniform motion as
shown Figure 1. In the multiview case, inter-view estimation
is enabled in addition to the temporal one. Many methods
have been proposed to utilize inter-view correlation.

One of the most popular inter-view SI generation meth-
ods is disparity compensation view prediction (DCVP) [8].
DCVP applies almost the same algorithm with MCTI to
frames from different views. One modification is introduced:
an optimal interpolation distance is computed at the first
frame by using the decoded frame of all views, and then
the weight obtained for interpolating disparities is used for
the remaining frames. This modification is introduced be-
cause the view number gives incorrect information on view
position while the temporal timestamp gives the exact tem-
poral position. However, the disparities depend on not only
the distance of the camera but also object position, so this
scheme fails to compensate the disparities correctly. As a
result, DCVP usually yields lower SI quality than MCTI.

View interpolation (synthesis) SI (VISI) can achieve pre-
cise disparity interpolation by simulating the camera shoot-
ing process; each pixel in KFs is inversely projected into the
scene to reconstruct 3D points, and then the reconstructed
points are re-projected into the camera plane of WZF as
shown Figure 1. In order to perform the inverse projection,
it is necessary to know the scene depth, the distance between
camera and object. Therefore, depth estimation like stereo
matching is conducted between KFs in the process of VISI
generation. This method can interpolate scene geometry pre-
cisely if the depth information is correctly estimated.

It was reported that VISI quality is very limited [7].
There are many factors that prevent the existing VI meth-
ods from providing good predictions. One is the difficulty of
estimating the geometric information correctly. This prob-
lem has been tackled for many years by a lot of researchers,
especially in the computer vision field. The accuracy of es-
timation is not perfect and further studies are needed, but
it seems acceptable for the purpose of estimating scenes as
shown Figure 2. Therefore, this problem is not treated in this
paper.

Another factor is the inability to compensate the inter-
view image signal mismatch caused by the heterogeneous
cameras. It is difficult to use identical camera settings in
practice, so many kinds of interview image signal mismatch

Figure 2: Example of VISI (top left: original, top right: VISI,
bottom: estimated depth map).

Figure 3: An example of inter-view focus mismatch.

occur. One example is the use of different exposure, fo-
cal length, and/or shutter speed settings, which can result
in differences in in-focus position and range that appear as
sharpness and blur disparities (see Figure 3). Another ex-
ample is the use of different gain and dynamic range control
settings, which result in image signals with different inten-
sities. We have proposed adaptive filtered view interpola-
tion SI (AFVISI) to reduce these inter-view signal mismatch
[15]. Adaptive filtering can improve the SI quality when the
quality of VISI is relatively high. However, if there noise is
large, the filtering process sometimes spreads the noise into
the neighbouring regions. Therefore, we propose another ap-
proach to improve SI quality through the use of VISI.

Multiview motion estimation (MVME) is generated by
using both temporal KF and inter-view KF [16]. MVME es-
timates the motion vectors in the side views and then mo-
tion compensated prediction is performed at the center view.
Before conducting motion compensation prediction, the esti-
mated motion vectors are transformed by using the estimated
disparity vector between side and center views. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the MVME concept and one possible path for pre-
diction. If there are 8 neighbouring KFs available, there are
8 paths to predict one WZF. Therefore, the final MVME is
generated by averaging all 8 predicted images.

The proposed method also uses both temporal KFs and
inter-view KFs. In this sense, the proposed method takes an
approach similar to that of MVME. However the proposed
method has no limitation in camera settings while MVME
can provide correct vector transformation only when the op-
tical axes of all cameras are orthogonal to the motion. More-
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Figure 5: Basic concept for the VSME technique.

over, the proposed method uses only temporal image signals
to generate the final SI while MVME uses both temporal and
inter-view.

3. VIEW SYNTHESIS MOTION ESTIMATION

As already described, one of the fatal drawbacks of MCTI,
which interpolates frames temporally, is the assumption of
linear uniform motion. On the other hand, VISI, which is
one of the geometrically precise inter-view frame interpola-
tion methods, fails to generate high quality SI due to its in
ability to compensate the inter-view signal mismatch caused
by heterogeneous camera settings and non-Lambert reflec-
tion. Therefore, we propose a novel SI generation method
by combining these two methods while eliminating their de-
fects. In other words, the proposed method predicts image
signals temporally with no assumption of motion model.

The main idea behind the proposed method, View Syn-
thesis Motion Estimation (VSME), is depicted in Figure 5.
The motion vectors are estimated between VISIs, which are
generated on both KF and WZF. Because VISI can achieve
geometrically precise frame interpolation, it is possible to
consider VISI on WZF as a correct estimate of the scene of
WZF. Therefore, it becomes possible to estimate motions be-
tween KF and WZF with no assumption of a motion model
by estimating motions between VISI for KF and VISI for
WZF. It is also possible to conduct motion estimation be-
tween KF and VISI for WZF. However it is difficult to find
precise motion vectors because of the signal mismatch be-
tween KF and VISI; the motion estimation errors degrade
the resulting SI quality. The drop in SI quality can be off-
set by the low computational complexity because the process
of VISI generation requires a lot of computation. Therefore,
one future work is to establish an accurate motion estimation
algorithm with KF and VISI. Details of VSME are explained
below.

First, VISIs are generated for KFs and WZF; KFs are
the temporal reference frames of motion compensated pre-
diction. It is possible to apply any algorithm to interpo-
late inter-view frames. The most important requirement of
this view synthesis process is providing geometrically cor-
rect predictions. In this paper, depth maps are estimated for
the view synthesis target frame and simple 3D warping is
used to synthesize the view [17]. Note that depth estimation
is conducted at the decoder side, not at the encoder side: this
means that no depth information is encoded. Depth maps d
are estimated by minimizing the following cost function E;

E (d) = ∑
p
(IL (dp, p)− IR (dp p))2 +λ ∑

{p,q}∈N
|dp −dq| (1)

, p represents a pixel in the depth map, N represents the set of
adjacent pixels, dp represents the depth value of pixel p, and
IL(dp, p) and IR(dp, p) represent the pixel value of the corre-
sponding pixels of center view’s pixel p with depth dp on left
and right views, respectively. This minimization problem is
solved by graph cut.

Second, all generated VISIs are low pass filtered to im-
prove the reliability of the motion vectors because warping-
based view interpolation introduces artificial noise, espe-
cially at high frequencies. Next, a block matching algorithm
is used to estimate the motion of each block in KF by using
VISI for KF and VISI for WZF. The parameters are the block
size, the search window size, and the search range.

Third, the weighted vector median filter is applied to in-
crease spatial coherence of estimated motion vectors [18].

Last, motion compensated frame prediction is performed
by using the obtained motion vector field and KF. If both for-
ward and backward KFs are available, motion vector fields
are estimated separately and then the bidirection motion
compensation of standard video coding is performed to ob-
tain the final SI.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The breakdancers and ballet multiview test sequences were
used in the simulations [19]. The spatial resolution is
256x192 and temporal resolutions are 15 fps for both se-
quences. Both sequences contain rapid and random motions
with relatively large static background.

There are many possibilities for the positions of the KFs
and WZFs. We chose the simplest setting as illustrated in
Figure 6. The views are separated into two categories: intra-
view and inter-view. Inter-view is decoded jointly with the
other views while intra-view is decoded without any other
views. Every second view was defined as intra-view and
the others as inter-view. All the frames in intra-view are en-
coded by H.264/AVC Intra. However the proposed scheme
doesn’t care whether the intra-views employ the mono-view
DVC scheme or not as long as the frames that have the same
timestamps with KFs and WZF, which are reference and tar-
get frames for frame interpolation, are available. We also
assumed that KFs are placed at every second position, and
encoded by H.264/AVC Intra. Note that it is easy to consider
the case where the KF interval is longer. In the experiments
below, only view 4 was evaluated because it is easy to extend
the simulation to the other inter-views.

In the experiments, we evaluated just the SI quality.
Since many SIs have been proposed for MDVC, fusion tech-
niques have also been investigated to generate better SI by
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Figure 6: View and frame setting (Gray frames express Intra-
view frames which can be either KFs of WZFs.

utilizing the advantages of each SI[6, 8, 9]. Therefore, it is
possible to obtain a better SI by taking the proposed VSME
as one of the candidates for these fusion techniques. Itera-
tive SI generation is another technique to increase SI quality
[7]. It may be also possible to enhance the quality by us-
ing VSME as a part of the initial SI in the IMSI generation
process.

In order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we compared the PSNR value of each SI against
the originals. For the comparison, we implemented MCTI,
DCVP, MVME, VISI, and AFVISI. All the settings for mo-
tion estimation were identical for all SIs. The average PSNR
values are shown in Figure 7. MVME-Motion is MVME
with only 4 motion paths, and MVME-All is with all 8 paths.

As can be seen, the proposed method always shows the
best performance. The gains ranged from 4.5dB to 0.5 dB,
and depend on the sequence and KF quality. The proposed
method brings significant gains with high quality KFs, but
relatively small gains with low quality KFs, especially for
the breakdancers sequence. One of the reasons for the low
performance with low quality KFs is the limited quality for
the reference frame of motion compensated prediction. The
difficulty of depth estimation with low quality KFs and intra-
view frames could be considered as another factor, but the
influence may be limited because the degradation of VISI,
which also requires depth estimation process, is not so large
relative to that of VSME. Figure 8 shows the examples of
VISI and VSME. The example shows that precise view in-
terpolation is not necessary to improve VSME quality.

We also investigated the rate-distortion performance by
using one of the basic DVC frameworks called DCT-domain
Wyner-Ziv codec. The used codec is almost the same as the
well-known DISCOVER codec [20]. One difference is the
parameter for modelling error distribution between WZF and
SI, which is modelled as a Laplacian distribution. In the ex-
periment, the optimal Laplacian distribution parameter was
calculated from WZF and SI while the discover codec esti-
mates it from KFs and SI.

Figure 9 show the RD performance. For each rate point,
KFs and intra-view frames were encoded to have almost the
same quality with the corresponding WZFs. As can be seen,
the proposed method outperforms the other methods over all
bitrates. The improvements reached about 2.5 dB for ballet
and about 1.5 dB for breakdancers at the middle bitrate.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel temporal SI generation method for mul-
tiview distributed video coding. The proposed method, view
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Figure 7: SI quarity(top:breakdancers, bottom:ballet).

synthesis motion estimation, temporally interpolates the im-
age signals with no assumption of a motion model. In other
words, the proposed method can compensate random motion
correctly. In order to estimate such motion, view interpo-
lated frames are generated for both KF and WZF. Experi-
ments show that the proposed method improves SI quality
by up to 4.5 dB.

One of the drawbacks of the proposed method is its com-
putational complexity because the view interpolation process
introduces extremely high computation loads. Therefore, one
of the future works is to reduce the number of required view
interpolations. One approach is to estimate motion with KF
itself and view interpolated frame for WZF. It is also nec-
essary to consider another algorithm that can generate high
quality SI with lower quality KF.
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